On the visualization of semantic-based mappings
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Abstract. The popularity of the semantic web in many domains, such as transportation, has led to an ever-increasing development of standards, vocabularies, and ontologies, which generates problems of heterogeneity and lack of interoperability. To address this issue, a large body of research focused on providing various mapping tools and techniques to translate data from one standard to another to foster smooth communication among them. While valuable advancements in mapping techniques have been achieved so far, the explainability and usability of such tools have been overlooked. Since explainability of software is being recognized as a crucial non-functional requirement for complex systems, the development of self-explaining and user-friendly graphical interfaces is becoming a pressing need. In this paper we present \textsc{S2SMaT}, our contribution to the problem of visualization of mappings. The tool helps users easily navigate the structure of standards, understand the suggested mappings between their terms, and in general more easily interact with the system.

1 Introduction

As the benefits of the use of semantic web technologies in interoperation, knowledge management, and data retrieval become more evident, their popularity and application are growing in many domains. In particular, ontologies can significantly improve the interoperability of data-intensive and collaborative applications that exchange, share, and use a wide range of heterogeneous data. In this direction, the mobility and transportation domains have shown great interest in using ontologies as a tool in different application areas, from data simulation and analysis to integration and interoperability of heterogeneous transportation data \cite{1,2,3}. As a result, we are witnessing the emergence of an increasing number of co-existing and competing ontologies, vocabularies, and data models, which are, in many cases, organization- and application-specific \cite{4,5}.

Therefore, to foster the interoperability of large, distributed systems that rely and operate on such a diverse set of ontologies, two ingredients are key. First, parties and systems using different ontologies should be able to interpret,
understand, and smoothly interoperate with other parties’ data models. Second, the gap between ontologies and non-ontological data sources and standards (e.g., well-known data models such as GTFS,\(^6\) which has also an XML-based format) must be bridged to boost the usability of ontologies and semantic technologies in practice. To address these concerns in different domains, many mapping tools have been developed focusing on finding similarities and shared concepts between ontologies and standards represented in other formats (see Section 2).

Nevertheless, only little attention has been paid to making mapping suggestions more explainable. Indeed, one of the growing concerns in intelligent systems and, in particular, machine learning-based applications is their level of interpretability and explainability \([6,7]\). The need for explaining the system behaviour increases when it involves some decision-making process or offers some suggestions and recommendations \([8]\). Many studies showed that explainability increases the trust of users in the system and helps them follow such decisions and suggestions more confidently, which leads to higher user satisfaction and engagement with the system \([7,9]\). In this regard, visualization and interactive user interfaces are known as a popular and effective approach toward making a system explainable \([10,11]\).

The work presented in this paper focuses on the explainability of heterogeneous data mappings through visualization. More precisely, we present an extension of our ongoing research on the development of a mapping tool that is part of the Shift2Rail Interoperability Framework (IF) \([12]\). The mapping tool uses machine learning and linguistic matching techniques to find semantically similar concepts of any two given standards. In previous works \([13,14]\) we introduced in detail the mechanisms—and underlying algorithms—for creating mapping suggestions. In this paper we build on these mechanisms to create a tool, called S2SMaT, that combines (i) an interactive user interface that allows users to suitably visualize—and possibly modify—suggested mappings with (ii) mechanisms to automatically generate annotations capturing the identified mappings. S2SMaT is a web-based tool that supports coordinated views of graphs of concepts. The coordinated views approach has been beneficial in several diverse cases, such as simulated games \([15]\), geospatial data visualization \([16]\) and user behaviour analysis \([17]\). The aim of the S2SMaT tool is to increase the usability and transparency of the mapping tool and to make it more explainable.

The rest of this paper briefly overviews related works in Section 2, then describes the S2SMaT tool in Section 3 along with its prototype implementation Section 4, and concludes in Section 5.

2 Related Works

Mappings between ontologies and XML data representations are gaining more and more attention mainly due to the upsurge of data heterogeneity, as well as the development of domain-specific data representations, vocabularies, and

\(^6\) https://gtfs.org/ (As of July 2021).
ontologies [18,19]. For example, [20] offers a mapping approach between XML Schema and OWL ontology elements. [21] presents some RDF rules to enrich and populate existing ontologies given XML data. Yin et al. [22] combine context and word similarity algorithms to build an efficient ontology mapping framework. DTD2OWL [23] uses structural rules and adds semantics to XML documents to create an automated transformation of XML to OWL ontology [24]. In the works mentioned above and many other similar contributions in data mappings [25,26,27,28], a common drawback is a lack of visualization support for the mapping process or results. While their main contribution to enhancing the effectiveness and performance of the overall transformation process is valuable, they left the traceability and explainability requirements behind.

Few contributions, such as [20] and [29] developed GUIs for their proposed mapping process. However, their presentation of the XML and ontology files follows a simple hierarchy format, whereas in our case the files are visualized as collapsible and fully explorable trees/graphs. Furthermore, compared to their works, our GUI is more interactive and provides a more extended set of features such as searching a term, leading to an automatic zoom into the actual location of the word in the graph/tree. Finally, to improve the tool usability the overall design of our GUIs has followed the Gestalt principles [30].

3 S2SMaT

Figure 1 depicts the high-level architecture of the S2SMaT tool, which is composed of the Computation Module and Interaction Module, as well as the Input Data Parsing and Output Generation modules. The main focus of this paper is on the Interaction Module and on the Graph Computation sub-module of the Computation Module. In a nutshell, the tool takes as input two files, an XSD file and an ontology, computes a set of suggested mappings between concepts defined in the two files, presents the suggestions to the user in a user-friendly manner and, once the user confirms the mappings, generates suitable annotations that are compatible with the conversion approach defined in [31]. In the following, we briefly overview each component and the overall workflow of the system.

Data Parsing. Once the input XSD and ontology files are uploaded by the user, the Input Data Parsing phase starts. The system first checks the syntactic validity of the inputs, then the files are parsed, pre-processed, and cleaned to make them suitable inputs for the suggestion computation, graph visualization and annotation generation steps. Furthermore, the tool proceeds with a simple structural decomposition of the XSD and ontology files, which creates a representation that binds each term defined in the files to its respective syntactical type—i.e., Complex Type, Element and Attribute in XSD, and Class and Property in the ontology. This so-called binding representation is later used to validate the mapping suggestions so only structurally equivalent terms can be mapped to each other. In other words, a term that is positioned as Complex Type or as an Element/Attribute in the XSD file should be respectively mapped to a Class or Property in the ontology.
**Suggestion computation.** As depicted in Figure 1, the *Computation Module* has two sub-modules, namely *Suggestion Computation* and *Graph Computation*. The former encompasses the Mapping Tool, which is one of the main utilities of the Interoperability Framework developed within the SPRINT project. SPRINT aimed at fostering the seamless, semantic-based and secure interoperability among distributed organizations in the transportation domain [32], by offering a set of innovative services and tools such as ontology management, data converters, personalized travel companion, etc. [33,34,35,36].

The *Suggestion computation* module in S2SMaT currently incorporates the first version of the Mapping Tool, which generates a one-to-one mapping between the concepts in an XSD specification and those in an ontology. In a nutshell, the module uses a Word2vec-trained model ($w2v$) [37] to compute the similarities of terms of the given standards. The $w2v$ transforms each word appearing in a corpus to a 300-dimensional feature vector. Then, these vectors can be used to establish meaningful associations among words. More precisely, semantically similar concepts are identified based on the relative distances of the corresponding vectors in the space. The *Suggestion computation* component takes the two input files and, for each term in each file, extracts the topmost similar terms according to the pre-trained model (which is freely available in the literature, and was created based on the Google News dataset [38]). The module computes the similarity between pairs of terms (one for each input file) based on the number of similar words shared between them and on their $w2v$ vector values. Finally, the pairs with a similarity value above a certain threshold are
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8 See D4.3 - A lightweight solution to automate the generation of ontologies, mappings and annotations (F-REL) for further details (As of July 2021).
considered as matched pairs. The output of this component is a list of suggested mappings (i.e., pairs) of terms, one from the XSD file, and one from the ontology.

**S2SMaT** then inspects the list of suggestions against the types of each term given the binding representation and filters out structurally incompatible mappings (e.g., if an XSD Complex Type has been suggested for a Property in the ontology). The mappings are sent to the Graph computation and Interaction modules, which offer an interactive Graphical User Interface (GUI) to visualize and manipulate, in a user-friendly way, the XSD, the ontology and the suggested mappings between terms.

**Interactive Visualization of Mappings.** To make mapping suggestions more tangible and explainable for users, **S2SMaT** offers rich visualizations of the relevant aspects. Firstly, it provides a tree and a graph representation of the XSD and ontology files, respectively, making them easier to read, explore, and navigate. More precisely, the XSD file is displayed as a collapsible tree that encodes types of terms using different colours. The tree is fully interactive so users can expand/collapse the children nodes, zoom in/out of the nodes and view more details about each term by clicking on it. Furthermore, the GUI provides a searching capability where users can look for particular words to locate them in the tree. Similarly, the ontology is presented as a (possibly disconnected) graph with a search functionality and standard visualization options related to the distribution of nodes in the graph and its collapsing degree.

Finally, **S2SMaT** provides users with a GUI for viewing, manually inspecting, and modifying the list of mappings between the terms of two input data representations. In particular, users can select terms belonging to any of the two input files from a list of terms to view its suggested mapping in the other data representation. Additionally, by clicking on each term in the tree and graph visualizations, users can trace which term, if any, is currently mapped to the selected term and possibly entirely remove such mapping. The system also enables users to manually add new mappings, if necessary. In the end, a confirmed set of paired terms is sent to the Output Generation module.

**Output generation.** When users confirm a list of mappings, the system starts the output generation phase, which includes annotations creation and export.

**S2SMaT** offers an automated mechanism for the creation of Java-based annotations that materialize the suggested mappings. Annotations provide metadata about the Java elements (e.g., classes and methods) in a structured manner. Java annotations pragmatically represent suggested mappings between concepts in the two data representations and make them amenable to automated processing by external tools (in particular converters based on the mechanisms defined in [31]). **S2SMaT** first translates the elements of the XSD representation in equivalent Java constructs. In particular, XSD’s Complex Types, Elements and Attributes are transformed to Java classes, attributes, and setter/getter methods. These Java constructs are then annotated by the respective mapped term in the ontology using special-purpose annotations. For example, if the Suggestion computation component determines that the term GeoCoordinate
the IT2Rail ontology\(^9\) should be mapped to the `GeoPoint` concept in the FSM standard,\(^10\) where `GeoPoint` is a Complex Type in FSM, then the `Annotation Creation` component creates a Java class named `GeoPoint` and annotates it by the `@RdfsClass("IT2Rail:GeoCoordinate")` annotation. The annotated Java code is written to disk at the end, and the zipped file is generated as the final output.

4 Prototype implementation

The prototype implementation of the S2SMaT tool follows a client-server architecture using Java and Python for the server-side and JavaScript for the client-side. Figure 2 shows the screen viewed by the user after input files have been selected and a list of mappings has been generated by the `Suggestion Computation` module. The view is composed of three window-like boxes, in which the tree visualization of the XSD file, graph visualization of the ontology, and the respective mappings are shown. For the visualization of the standards S2SMaT integrates and extends some external tools and libraries. In particular, the windows management and style are based on the INTEGRA framework,\(^11\) and the graph representation of the ontology is built on WebVOWL [39]. However, since the graphical renderer of the latter only accepts VOWL-formatted ontologies, we integrated the `owl2vowl`\(^12\) tool to execute such task.

As mentioned above, the development of S2SMaT’s interface is inspired by the Gestalt principles [30]. More precisely, to provide users with a predictable and self-explaining interface, controls with similar functions are grouped together and the icons have been kept consistent across the application following the de-facto standards in web development. In addition, we avoided designing any complex sequences of actions: the tool allows the user to keep the entire interface under control without memorizing past steps and without the need to navigate multi-level menus. Moreover, the provided visualization allows the self-organization of the graphs optimally, enabling users to navigate complex structures easily. Finally, the GUI is fully interactive and provides various facilities for users to explore the data and the suggested mappings and modify them.

Figure 3 shows an exemplar scene of one of our test cases, where a user has selected four mappings in the middle window (association window), so the respective terms in XSD (here the FSM standard) and ontology (here IT2Rail) files are visualized on the other windows within the enclosed tree and graph. The association window and tree/graph windows allow navigating the graph and the tree by using mouse-based and keyboard-based interactions. In particular, the user can look for a specific term of interest using the search box in both windows so that the relevant words will be highlighted, and a zoom-in will adapt automatically. Alternatively, the user can navigate through the tree and graph simply by dragging and zooming to the desired position. Finally, while a mapped
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\(^12\) [https://github.com/VisualDataWeb/OWL2VOWL](https://github.com/VisualDataWeb/OWL2VOWL) (As of July 2021).
Fig. 2. Overview of the S2SMaT’s interface – The tool interface is formed by several areas: (A) is used to choose which window must be maximized and to bring the current window on top; (B) contains a set of controls related to the standard tree visualization; (C) is used to perform a search in one of the graphs; (D) contains the controls related to the creation of annotations; (E) contains a set of controls related to the ontology graph visualization; (F) contains the zoom in and zoom out controls for the association window; (G) contains the list of created associations.

pair is selected, the user can modify either side of the mapping by relating one term to a new word from the other data representation (if it is structurally compatible), or entirely remove the association.

To benefit from the advantages of a modular architecture, the windows mentioned above have been developed as separate HTML pages, and a central client-side script manages the interactions among them. Furthermore, where useful, the components have been developed as independent and self-contained modules, which are then integrated into S2SMaT. More specifically, in addition to the Suggestion computation component, which is an external tool, we have developed two more stand-alone modules, namely the OntologyConverter and Annotator Tool. The former is a simple Java wrapper employing the OWL API library designed to make the system compatible with Turtle-encoded ontologies, which is among the most popular ontology formats. The latter is a Java application and handles the annotation generation of S2SMaT. It exploits JAXB and Jakarta XML Binding APIs to generate a Java source code given
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a well-formatted XSD file and ultimately annotates such Java structs based on the suggested mappings as explained in Section 3.

5 Conclusions

This paper presents S2SMaT, a tool for the automatic creation of mappings among terms and concepts in a pair of standards. It articulates the results as Java-based annotations, which facilitates further automated processing and utilization of such mappings. The main contribution of the paper is on the visualization of various aspects of the mapping process to increase the transparency and explainability of the overall procedure for the end-users. It offers a coordinated view of the graph of concepts and a set of rich and self-adaptive GUIs to visualize the suggested mappings and allow users to inspect and possibly modify the suggestions interactively. A prototype of the tool and preliminary experiments with well-known standards and ontologies in the transportation domain witness interesting results and motivate further works.
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